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Executive Summary
This monitoring report intends to provide an overview of the information and facts collected by
SiLNoRF on the operations of Addax Bioenergy since the publication of the “Independent Study
Report” in June 2011. The period covered by this report is from June 2011 to June 2012.
The report starts with the following positive changes that SiLNoRF can confirm have taken place
during the period under review:








that Addax Bioenergy was open for dialogue with its stakeholders;
that Addax Bioenergy paid the land lease fees according to the provisions of the Land Lease
Agreements and the compensation payments for destroyed crops and economic trees;
that Addax constructed new water well in 2012 in the Woreh Yeamah community after
having altered a water source in the community;
that there is an increase in the number of workers employed by Addax and its contractors.
Salaries are higher than the minimum wage in Sierra Leone. Addax workers now have
written work contracts;
that Addax ploughed and harrowed community fields as part of the Farmer Development
Programme (FDP) in nearly every affected community in 2011;
SiLNoRF acknowledges that the FDP farms did well in some of the communities.

The report continues with the following issues which still remain of concern to SiLNoRF and the
Affected Land Users Associations (AfLUAs) and called on the parties responsible to address them.






The Masethleh and the Fullah Town communities asked for an additional Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with Addax committing the company to only use the demarcated
lands. Addax should negotiate with each landowner on the portions he agrees to lease away
or not and sign a written agreement with him.
Many community members have continued to consistently and coherently narrate the
“juicy” promises made by the company and/or its agents which “lured” them to accepting
to lease their lands for 50 years. The issue of these promises which Addax has denied
making is a potential source of conflict especially in a country devastated by the civil war 10
years ago. Community members at Lungi Acre reported that a member of parliament
promised that Addax would use the bolilands only for a period of 3 years and the period of
3 years terminates in 2013. Addax claims that it has never made this promise. This is a
potential source of conflict.
Addax states that the Farmer Development Programme (FDP) has resulted in a harvest of
1’600 metric tonnes of rice. Community members reported that the weightings of the
harvested rice were biased as many rice bags contained leaves and stems. Therefore, this
figure of 1’600 tonnes is overstated. Communities in the Makari Gbanti Chiefdom indicated
that the 2010 and 2011 rice harvests on the FDP fields were low and therefore not
sufficient to ensure their food security. Community members at Woreh Yeama even
reported to suffer from hunger, because of the too small area of FDP fields and poor
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harvest. The FDP relies on expensive external inputs. Instead, the FDP should promote
sustainable, low-input farming systems.
Under the FDP, Addax is helping communities with harrowing during the first three years.
During the fourth year, farmers have to pay the full costs. Will the farmers be able to pay
the full costs from the fourth year on? Addax has the obligation to keep it in place all time
in so far as the operations will aggravate food insecurity in the communities.
Addax trains farmers in a 30 week training programme. However, farmers encountered
difficulties in putting into practice what they have learnt because they lack the productive
resources.
Addax Bioenergy altered the water source of the Romaro community in May 2011. The
water well for this community is still to be completed. In Woreh Yeama, where Addax
constructed a water well as a mitigation measure, the community asked for a written
agreement from Addax obliging the company to maintain and repair the water well
anytime it breaks down because there was a time when the community went without
water for about two months because the water well was not repaired on time.
Addax Bioenergy has paid substantial amounts to the Chiefdoms Councils and the District
Councils in accordance with the land lease agreement. The Bombali District Council has
constructed a community centre and the Tonkolili District Council has constructed a
detention center at Marah, there is no evidence of what the Chiefdom Councils have done
with their own share of the monies. Addax cannot completely exonerate itself of the
responsibility to ensure that the monies they pay are used to improve people’s lives and not
to contribute to human rights violations.
In several occasions, civil society organisations and/or community members were
intimidated by the company. Addax should stop every form of intimidation.
SiLNoRF has declined to serve in the multi stakeholder monitoring committee of the MultiStakeholder Forum facilitated by the University of Makeni because the independence and
impartiality of this committee has been hijacked by Addax because “Addax has to give its
consent” before the committee could investigate any complaint and issue brought to it.
Affected Land Users have not been included in the Multi-stakeholder and monitoring
committee in favour of land owners - These are different categories of affected people with
different impacts.
Mosquitoes have been observed all year round now that Addax fields are irrigated during the
dry season.
As Addax is providing support to the Sierra Leone Police (SLP), it should disclose its support
to SLP in detail and refrain from influencing the work of the SLP in its favour.
Addax should increase the compensation for destroyed palm trees.

The report concludes that, while SiLNoRF acknowledges that some positive evolutions have taken
place during the period under review, there are several issues of concern that need to be monitored
in the future. The report ends with a list of recommendations to the company, policy makers (the
government and local authorities) as well as to International Development Finance Institutions.
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Introduction
Background to the report
The concept of Right to Food and Land Grabbing is still very new in Sierra Leone as the country has
been more focused on Political and Civil Rights and little attention has been paid to Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights (ECOSOC Rights) which made much emphasis on the Right to Food and the Right
to own properties including land in Sierra Leone. This has been the key factor for the low level of
awareness of people about issues of Right to Food and Land Rights/Grabbing.
Through previous engagements and most importantly, in April 2011, SiLNoRF participated in an
“Independent Study of the Addax Bioenergy sugarcane-to-ethanol project in the Makeni”1
commissioned by SiLNoRF, Bread for All, EED and Bread for the World. During engagements of
SiLNoRF with communities and stakeholders affected by the operations of multinational companies
particularly Addax Bioenergy and Magbass Sugar Complex, it was established that the awareness
level of the negative impacts posed by the foreign direct investment schemes is very low among
residents in communities that are presently affected and those that would be affected in the near
future, and it will require a high level of sensitization, awareness raising and direct and continuous
engagement with relevant stakeholders to reverse the unfolding trend.

Purpose of the Report
This monitoring report intends to provide an overview of the information and facts collected by
SiLNoRF on the operations of Addax Bioenergy since the publication of the “Independent Study
Report on the Addax Bioenergy Sugarcane-to-Ethanol project in the Makeni region in Sierra Leone” 2
in June 2011. It describes the positive aspects and evolutions of the project as well as issues of
concern to both the communities and SiLNoRF regarding the operations of Addax Bioenergy. It also
includes recommendations to the company, the policy makers, the funding banks and other
institutions that might be interested in supporting similar investments in future.

Methodology
SiLNoRF used various methods in monitoring the activities of the Addax project. These include:
Focus Group Discussions: SiLNoRF has employed and deployed two field agents in the Addax project
communities. These field agents work directly with people in affected communities on a daily basis.
They held numerous focus group discussions with the project affected community people to solicit
feedback from them on the effects (positive/negative) on their daily lives and livelihoods.
Information generated from the focus group discussions is verified/clarified through observations
and sometimes through discussions with Addax.

1

Anane, M. Abiwu, C. 2011. Independent Study Report of the Addax Bioenergy sugarcane-to-ethanol project in the Makeni region in Sierra
Leone. Accra. Accessed here: https://sites.google.com/site/silnorf/news
2

Anane, M. Abiwu, C. 2011. Independent Study Report of the Addax Bioenergy sugarcane-to-ethanol project in the Makeni region in Sierra
Leone. Accra. Accessed here: https://sites.google.com/site/silnorf/news
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Multistakeholder Interactive Sessions: SiLNoRF facilitated three Multistakeholder Interactive
Sessions involving affected communities, Addax Bioenergy, Local government officials, Civil Society
and the media to generate information on issues and concerns emerging from the Addax project.
Field Report by SiLNoRF Field Agents: Reports from Field Agents of SiLNoRF were also collated by the
secretariat to inform this report.
Complaints by communities: SiLNoRF also received individual complaints and general complaints by
some communities which were all collated and analysed to form part of this report.
General Monitoring by SiLNoRF Secretariat: Besides the approaches mentioned above, SiLNoRF
Secretariat also made several field visits of the Addax project to corroborate information and to
conduct general findings.

Period covered
The period covered by this report is from June 2011 to June 2012.
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Part I: Positive changes and evolution
In this part, SiLNoRF acknowledges the following positive aspects and evolutions regarding the
operations of Addax Bioenergy.

Dialogue with stakeholders
SiLNoRF confirms that Addax Bioenergy was open for dialogue with its stakeholders during the period
under review. Addax participated in the three Multistakeholder Dialogue Forums organised by the
University of Makeni where stakeholders of Addax such as community members, Chiefdom and
District Council members were invited. Addax also participated in all the Multistakeholder Interactive
Sessions with Affected Land Users Associations (AFLUAs) and other stakeholders´ engagements
facilitated by SiLNoRF. SiLNoRF has held several meetings with Addax on several occasions to discuss
concerns and issues raised by the affected community people.

Payment of Land Lease fees
SiLNoRF confirms that Addax Bioenergy paid the land lease fees according to the provisions of the
Land Lease Agreements and in some cases witnessed the cheques being issued to landowners.
Landowners were confirming having received the land lease payments. Some of them claimed they
were able to use these funds to partly or fully finance the rehabilitation of their houses or the
construction of new ones.

Payment of compensation for destroyed crops and economic trees
SiLNoRF confirms that Addax Bioenergy made the compensation payments for destroyed crops and
economic trees. Landowners were confirming having received the payments. Some of them claimed
they were able to partly or fully finance the rehabilitation of their houses or the construction of new
ones with money received from the company in this respect.

Access to water in Woreh Yeamah
Addax Bioenergy altered and partially destroyed the water source (“Mamaro Spring”) of the Woreh
Yeamah community to make space for a sugarcane field3. As a mitigation measure, Addax Bioenergy
constructed new water well in 2012 in this community.

3

Anane, M. Abiwu, C. 2011. Independent Study Report of the Addax Bioenergy sugarcane-to-ethanol project in the Makeni region in Sierra

Leone. Accra. P. 39. Accessed here: https://sites.google.com/site/silnorf/news .
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Employment
There has been an increase in the number of workers employed by Addax and its contractors during
the last months. Salaries are higher than the minimum wage in Sierra Leone. Addax workers now
have written work contracts (this is an improvement compared to what was reported in the
Independent Study Report4 in June 2011). Also, according to payslips of the workers, the company is
deducting social security payments (NASSIT) and income tax, in line with Sierra Leonean law.
Moreover, most of the workers are equipped with safety gears (raincoats, safety vests, and boots)
(this is an improvement compared to what was reported in the Independent Study Report5 in June
2011).

Farmer Development Programme
The Farmer Development Programme is a mitigation measure of Addax Bioenergy. Addax claims to
have developed more than 1’500 hectares of community fields. This report confirms that Addax
ploughed and harrowed community fields as part of the Farmer Development Programme in every
affected community in 2011 (except for the Woreh Yeamah village - see issues of concern). The FDP
farms did well in some of the communities, especially in the Malal Mara Chiefdom where good
harvests were recorded.

Farmer Field and Life Schools
During this period, a number of community members were trained in the Farmer Field and Life
Schools by Addax trainers. SiLNoRF witnessed one graduation ceremony on 20th January 2012 (at
Masorie village in the Bombali Shebora Chiefdom).

4

Anane, M. Abiwu, C. 2011. Independent Study Report of the Addax Bioenergy sugarcane-to-ethanol project in the Makeni region in Sierra
Leone. Accra. P. 41. Accessed here: https://sites.google.com/site/silnorf/news
5

Anane, M. Abiwu, C. 2011. Independent Study Report of the Addax Bioenergy sugarcane-to-ethanol project in the Makeni region in Sierra
Leone. Accra. P. 41. Accessed here: https://sites.google.com/site/silnorf/news
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Part II: Issues of concern of SiLNoRF
In the following part, the report describes issues of concern that arose during the period under
review.

Opposition from communities
Masethleh village community´s opposition to Addax
Masethleh community in the Malal Mara chiefdom of the Tonkolili District is one of the few
communities that have resisted leasing their lands to Addax. The Masethleh community is putting
forward critical questions to be answered before they would accept the land lease payment running
into millions of Leones (a sum that is very enticing indeed for poor rural populations).
Among these conditions are:
1. An additional Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) should be made and signed between
them and Addax committing the company to only use the lands in the pivoted areas even
though they are paying for much bigger land areas. In a joint meeting between the
Masethleh Community and Addax which was facilitated by SiLNoRF on the 1st March 2012,
Mr. Derek Higgo, the HSSE Manager of Addax promised to take up this issue with his
superiors, but to date there is no feedback on what decision Addax Management has taken.
The community is determined not to proceed with accepting any land lease money until
there is this written and signed MoU. One year on, the people of Masethleh are still resilient
and held on to this position. A serious concern by both the community people and SiLNoRF is
what will happen in the event that Addax went ahead and use the land in the pretext that
there is a land lease agreement signed with the chiefdom and the district councils?
2. The portion of land to be pivoted (the actual land to be used by Addax) should be allocated
by the community people themselves and they will only do this after taking into
consideration that the nearby river and the fertile lands outlaying in the nearby rivers is not
part of this and also the traditional access road to their village is not altered by the pivot.
Fullah Town opposition to Addax
The Fullah Town community, a small community located on the highway between Makeni and
Freetown, has also not accepted their acknowledgment and land lease monies because according to
them “they were still expecting to sit with Addax for further agreements especially on the issue of
which lands should Addax use”. This community also asked for a written agreement with the
company to negotiate and exactly know which portions of land Addax will use. However, irrespective
of this, Addax has gone ahead to use the land for constructing the road leading to the Factory Site.
The farm fields of six farmers through which the road passes were destroyed. According to an old
man, Pa Bundu Kamara, who attempted to resist the bulldozers working on the Addax road was
threatened to be crushed by the operator of the bulldozer.
Conclusion on these two cases
These two cases highlight the following issue of concern: the examples of Massethleh and Fullah
Town seriously bring to question the claim by Addax of Free Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC), as
communities were asked for their consent without knowing what portions of land Addax will use.
9
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In our view and in order to guarantee communities´ rights to own and determine their own property,
nobody should be forced to give away his land and Addax should negotiate and sign agreements with
every community on the land it will use.
Recommendations:
SiLNoRF makes the following recommendations to Addax:
a. Addax should demarcate the portions of land it intends to use as the basis of negotiating
for the use of such lands. The negotiations should be based exclusively upon the
demarcated areas.
b. Addax should negotiate with each landowner on the portion he agrees to lease away or
not and agree with him. Each landowner should have the right to refuse to lease his land.
Addax should sign an agreement with each landowner based upon the demarcated
portions of land. The map of his land will form part and parcel of the agreement.
c. Addax should take this agreement to the Chiefs/Chiefdom Councils/District Councils as
proof that the landowners have consented to lease their lands. The Chiefdom
Councils/District Councils will only sign land lease agreements on behalf of the people with
Addax upon confirmation that the agreement between the people and Addax is indeed
authentic and made from a Free Prior Informed Consent.
SiLNoRF makes the following recommendations to investors who want to lease land in Sierra
Leone and to international Development Finance Institutions financing large-scale land leases. The
investor should follow the following consultation and negotiation procedure with land owners:
a. The investor should inform the communities on the positive and negative impacts of the
project.
b. The investor should demarcate the portions of land it intends to use in every village as
the basis for negotiating for the use of such land.
c. The investor should negotiate with each landowner on the portion of he agrees to lease
away or not and agree with him. Each landowner should have the right to refuse to lease
his land. The investor should sign an agreement with each landowner based upon the
demarcated portions of land. The map of his land will form part and parcel of the
agreement.
d. The investor should take this agreement to the Chiefs/Chiefdom Councils/District
Councils as proof that the landowners have consented to lease their lands. The Chiefdom
Councils/District Councils will only sign land lease agreements on behalf of the people with
the investor upon confirmation that the agreement between the people and the investor is
indeed authentic and made from a Free Prior Informed Consent.
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Free Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC)
Even though SiLNoRF acknowledges that Addax conducted several consultations with local
communities prior to project implementation, it still appears to be that the communities did not
have an adequate prior understanding about the negative implications of the project. Thus, they
can only express the positive aspects of the project as narrated to them by the company officials and
local politicians during the negotiation process. However, Addax was responsible to make the people
to fully understand the project (with its positive and negative impacts). SiLNoRF has established that
during these consultations many emphases were made on the positive aspects of the project and less
or no emphases on the negative aspects. Throughout our engagement with the affected
communities in the past two years all of them consistently and coherently narrated the “juicy”
promises made by the company and/or its agents (including local politicians who were seen as
agents of Addax by community members) which some of them say “lured” them to accepting to
lease their lands for 50 years. The issue of these promises which Addax has denied making is a
potential source of conflict especially in a country devastated by the civil war 10 years ago. This is
therefore a very serious concern.
SiLNoRF believes that in order to ensure the principles of FPIC, local communities should have been
adequately informed about how the project will negatively impact on the local community
residents who surrendered their lands in the process. Moreover the Land Lease Agreement is only
available in English and has not been translated in the local language (Temne). We acknowledge that
consultations is a step to ensuring FPIC, but does not all by itself guarantee FPIC.
Recommendation:
-

The negotiations and consultations should be conducted at community level and not at
clustered community level
Translate the Land Lease Agreement into the language of the local community (temne) and
record it on audio so that each community can listen to the recordings.
Record the promises made during the consultation meetings in a written agreement.
Stop consulting the land owners in the presence of chiefs and local politicians. This is very
dispossessing on the part of the land owners.

Legal representation
Addax stated that the landowners and Chiefdom Councils were ‘assisted’ by the law firm Franklyn
Kargbo & Co ‘in order to make sure their rights are secured’6. SiLNoRF questions how effective the
assistance was, as many land owners did not know anything about very important aspects of the
Land Lease Agreement, such as the fact that “all Disputes shall be referred to and resolved by
arbitration in London before 3 (three) arbitrators”. Local communities cannot afford the costs of
flying to London and paying a lawyer to defend them before the arbitrators. Also some landowners
claim that they barely know the lawyers provided for them by the company.

6

Independent Study Report on the Addax Bioenergy Sugarcane-to-Ethanol project in the Makeni region in
Sierra Leone, Anane, Mike, Abiwu, Cosmos Yao, p. 25.
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Recommendation:
-

For proper and independent legal representation, communities should receive a certain
amount of money from Addax so that they can hire their own lawyer by themselves.
Alternatively, Civil Society organisations can also play this role.

Use of bolilands and promises made in Lungi Acre
Addax Bioenergy started its operations near the Lungi Acre village in 2010. During the consultation
process, Addax or agents of ADDAX claimed it will not use the bollilands (the most fertile land that is
used for rice cultivation) and stated that they would only be using marginal and degraded lands.
However, through monitoring exercises in the project areas, SiLNoRF and the AFLUAs have noticed
that the company is presently using large tracks of fertile lands including bolilands and this also
affects local farmers access to fertile land for their personal cultivation. Especially in Lungi Acre,
Addax took the bollilands of this community for the company’s sugarcane nurseries. In 2010 the
Lungi Acre community raised concerns and protested that this was not in line with the company’s
claim to only use marginal land. When they protested, a local Member of Parliament, the Honorable
Martin Bangura, who is not employed by Addax but is seen as an agent of Addax by local
communities, promised that Addax would use the bolilands only for a period of 3 years and the
period of 3 years terminates in 2013. Addax claims that it has never made this promise and that they
can use the land during the next 50 years according to the Land Lease Agreement. At the moment
the community is demanding Addax gives them back the boliland and SiLNoRF is concerned as this
situation could unveil a high conflict potential. This confrontation also puts to question the issue of
free and prior informed consent. Addax has commenced using the fertile bolilands of Lungi Acre for
nursery testing well before signing the land lease agreement. So even without an agreement the
peoples’ land was already under cultivation.
Recommendation:
-

Addax should negotiate and enter into a proper agreement with the Lungi Acre and where
necessary to compensate them for the use of the said piece of land.
Addax should compensate the Lungi Acre community separately for the period their land is
being used before the signing of the land lease agreement.

Food Security
Effectiveness of the Farmer Development Programme
The Farmer Development Programme (FDP) is a mitigation measure of Addax Bioenergy. As part of
the FDP, Addax claims to have ploughed 1’300 hectares of community fields which have resulted in a
harvest of 1’600 metric tonnes of rice7. Addax stated that this programme “has increased the food
security in the project region”. Community members reported that the weightings of the harvested
rice were biased as many rice bags contained leaves and stems. Therefore, this figure of 1’600
tonnes is overstated. Moreover, SiLNoRF has still not received the detailed statistics of the
7

http://www.swedfund.se/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Addax-Bioenergy-World-Bank-conference-on-Landand-Poverty-26-April-2012.1.pdf (p. 14)
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benefitting farmers, (where they are, sex, harvest by each farmer etc). This information will be
necessary for monitoring and verifying these figures. SiLNoRF thinks that the company cannot claim
that it “has increased the food security in the project region”, as the harvests were poor in one third
of the villages, the ownership of the FDP in the population is questionable and it relies on expensive
external inputs (see next chapters).
In addition, SiLNoRF interviewed many communities in the Makari Gbanti Chiefdom (including Lungi
Acre, Woreh Yeama, Yainkasa, Maronko) who indicated that the 2010 and 2011 rice harvests on the
FDP fields were low and therefore not sufficient to ensure their food security. The reasons of the
low rice harvests were the late land preparation by Addax tractors and the fact that many
communities could not afford the costs of fertilizers. Moreover, some communities reported that
the quality of their seeds were poor or not adapted to their type of soils. Some communities
reported that different seeds varieties were mixed (seeds were not pure) and this definitely affected
the yield. It was also reported by some communities that weeding was a serious problem in certain
FDP fields because of too much grass. Communities reported that they have to repay the seeds and
the fertilizers to Addax with rice. Some communities reported that they had not sufficient food
after this repayment.
Recommendation:
-

Addax should provide support to the farmers in time so that they are able to get good
harvests on their community fields.
Addax should work with the FDP beneficiaries to develop a calendar for the process.

Sustainability of the Farmer Development Programme
More generally, the FDP of Addax is promoting a farming model that encourages heavy reliance on
expensive external inputs, such as chemical fertilizers and pesticides, and improved and/or hybrid
seeds bought from agribusiness companies. This comes at the expense of promoting sustainable
agriculture approaches which are likely to benefit poor farmers much more.
Instead, the FDP should follow the findings of the International Assessment of Agricultural
Knowledge, Science and Technology for Development (IAASTD)8 that promotes sustainable, lowinput farming systems, such as agro-ecological approaches and organic farming, and ‘biological
substitutes for agrochemicals’ and alternatives to chemical pesticides. The IAASTD argues that
‘technologies such as high-yielding crop varieties, agrochemicals and mechanization have primarily
benefited the better resourced groups in society and transnational corporations, rather than the
most vulnerable ones’.9
Recommendation:
-

8

The FDP of Addax should promote sustainable, low-input farming systems.

IAASTD, Agriculture at a Crossroads: Executive Summary of the Synthesis Report, 2009, p.6; Global Summary for Decision-Makers, 2009, p.
21.
9
IAASTD, Agriculture at a Crossroads: Global Summary for Decision-Makers, 2009, p.23.
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Duration of the Farmer Development Programme
The Farmer Development Programme (FDP) is a mitigation measure of Addax Bioenergy. Under the
FDP, Addax provides the seeds, ploughing and harrowing for free during the first year, with a two
third discount during the second year and with a one third discount during the third year. During the
fourth year, farmers have to pay the full costs. Will the farmers be able to pay the full costs from
the fourth year on? This is a concern to SiLNoRF. The farmers should not be held responsible for
mitigating the effects of aggravating food insecurity caused as a result of the operations of Addax.
They should instead be supported to overcome these effects.
If this is a mitigation measure, Addax has the obligation to keep it in place all time in so far as the
operations will aggravate food insecurity in the communities. As SiLNoRF has already discussed with
Addax itself through several engagement meetings, the ownership of the FDP is questionable and
therefore its sustainability is not guaranteed.
Recommendation:
-

Addax should provide support to the farmers not just during three first years but as long as
the impact of the Addax operations on food insecurity is there.
Addax should design ways of ensuring sustainability of the FDP. But shifting the
responsibility of the costs to the affected populations is not an option.
Addax should ensure community ownership of the FDP through participation in decisions,
providing the required labour, etc.

Hunger in Woreh Yeama
The most impacted community in 2011 was Woreh Yeama as Addax wanted to plough 50 ha of FDP
fields for this village. However, Addax was hindered to do so by the Paramount Chief as one FDP field
is located on a disputed land. Woreh Yeama claims to have documents to prove that the land belongs
to them but a neighbouring village, Lungi Acre, claims that the land belongs to them (as this village
would like to receive the land lease payments on this land from Addax). As a consequence, the
Paramount Chief lifted a flag on this land, meaning that nobody is allowed to work on it. As a
consequence, Addax was only able to plough 15 ha of community fields for Woreh Yeama out of a
total of 50 ha that are needed for ensuring their food security. Because of the too small area and
poor harvest, the Woreh Yeama community reported to “go hungry to bed”. Addax reported to be
aware of this problem and is willing to help solve the problem with the local authorities.
Recommendation:
-

Addax should provide a sufficient area of community fields for the Woreh Yeama village in
order to ensure their food security.
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Farmer Field and Life Schools (FFLS)
The Farmer Field and Life Schools (FFLS) is a component of the Farmer Development Programme
(FDP) and is a 30 week training programme to educate smallholder farmers in better agricultural
practices. SiLNoRF could witness that many community members reported they encountered
difficulties in putting into practice what they have learnt in the FFLS because they lack the
productive resources. Communities reported that graduates could not use their knowledge on the
FDP fields.
Moreover, there is no clear role for FFLS graduates that would enable them put into practice
knowledge gained. They should be able to mobilize the communities to participate in improved
farming practices and provide advice to community members on weeding for instance. But this has
not happened so far.
Also FFLS graduates did not receive start-up kits so that they can put their knowledge into practice.
Recommendation:
-

Addax should ensure that farmers can put the knowledge of Farmer Field and Life Schools
(FFLS) into practice in an effective manner.
The communities must organise themselves into Farmers Based Organisations (FBO) so
that the graduates can have a community platform to put their skills into practice.

Household income
Addax Bioenergy stated that “recent surveys indicate that the average household income in the area
has risen by almost 40% since February 2010, while the average income per capita is up over 70%10”.
These figures could not be confirmed by SiLNoRF. An increase of household income may be true in a
small number of villages where many community members are employed by Addax but certainly
not in other villages. This figure may as well include income from the payment of compensation for
tree and crops destroyed by Addax (which is a one off payment). Addax has to be clear on all the
factors that have contributed to the increase in the household income.
Moreover, in these communities where some community members are employed by Addax, there
are complaints that Addax workers are only employed a few months and after that they are
sacked. Moreover, young people are employed during the planting season. They can not work on the
farms anymore and community members stated they encounter difficulties in farming activities
because of the lack of able bodied men.
Recommendation:
-

Addax has to be clear on all the factors that have contributed to the household income
figure it published.

10

Factsheet. Addax Bioenergy: A New Model for Sustainable Bioenergy. April 2012. Accessed under:
www.addax-oryx.com/ .
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Water issues
Water well in Romaro
Addax Bioenergy altered and partially destroyed the water source of the Romaro community in May
2011 to make space for a sugarcane field. Addax claims that when water sources are destroyed they
will build water wells as a mitigation measure. As of May 2012, this means one year after the
destruction of the water source, the waterwell for this community is still to be completed to be
used as a source of drinking water for this community. When contacted on this issue Addax
explained that the local contractor that was contracted to construct this waterwell has failed to
complete the work so far. The difficult position of Addax in ensuring that they provide contracts to
local contractors is understandable, but the responsibility for providing water for communities where
their water sources have been affected rests on Addax.
Recommendation:
- Addax should provide water well as soon as possible to the Romaro community.
- In future Addax should properly screen local contractors and award contracts to those who
can deliver.
Water well maintenance in Woreh Yeamah
Addax Bioenergy destroyed the water source of the Woreh Yeamah community to make space for a
sugarcane field11. As a mitigation measure, Addax Bioenergy constructed a new water well in 2012 in
this community. However, the community asked for a written agreement from Addax obliging the
company to maintain and repair the water well anytime. At the beginning of 2012, the water well
broke down and Addax repaired it after two months. The community claims that, as Addax
destroyed their water well, Addax should provide functioning water well as a mitigation measure
during the entire duration of the Land Lease Agreement (50 years) and should guarantee their access
to water at all times.
Recommendation:
- Addax should provide functioning water well as a mitigation measure for every destroyed
water source during the entire duration of the Land Lease Agreement (50 years) and should
guarantee access to water for the local population at all time.

Comment on water issues
It is important for companies, development banks, International Finance Corporation (IFC) and other
interest groups to work with civil society organisations to come up with a clear definition of
mitigation (mandate, period, limitation). Mitigation should not bee confused with corporate social
responsibility or charity. This seems to be the case in the Addax case at the moment.
Moreover, SiLNoRF is concerned that Clauses 4.4 and 4.6 of the Land Lease Agreement signed
between the Chiefdom Councils and Addax Bioenergy Limited giving the right to the latter to alter or
divert the course of water sources that fall within their operational areas has resulted in barely 3

11

Independent Study Report on the Addax Bioenergy Sugarcane-to-Ethanol project in the Makeni region in
Sierra Leone, Anane, Mike, Abiwu, Cosmos Yao, p. 39.
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years of operation to the alteration by the Addax of perennial water sources and there are fears that
more water sources would be altered in the near future as the company’s work progresses.
It is also noted by SiLNoRF and the AFLUAs that in June 2011 the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) visited the affected communities to verify claims of independent study commissioned by
SiLNoRF and their findings were not different from that of the independent study report. Even
though the EPA instructed Addax to provide boreholes for the affected communities, it is evident
that the company has still not fully responded to this concern.
Recommendation:
- The Environmental Protection Agency should continue monitoring the access to water of
affected communities.
Recommendation for Development Banks:
- Development banks, IFC and other interest groups should work with civil society
organisations to come up with a clear definition of mitigation (mandate, period,
limitation). Mitigation should not bee confused with corporate social responsibility or
charity.

Gender issues
The Northern Province of Sierra Leone where the Addax project is located is a region where women
are traditionally marginalised and discriminated in many facets of life including both the use and
ownership of land. Women are not allowed to own land in this part of the country but they have
some limited access to use the land. This situation could be aggravated by the Addax project and
SiLNoRF is therefore concerned that as a result of landlessness in most of the affected communities,
the local population, particularly women are being forced out of their former farming activities which
involved the cultivation of various crops such as groundnuts, vegetables, cassava and potato. This is
so because the lands which were used by communities for this purpose have been taken by Addax
and now many communities only depend on the land provided for the Farmer Development
Programme (FDP). Moreover, SiLNoRF witnessed that a small minority of Addax workers are female.
Recommendation:
-

Addax should monitor its impact on women and put measures in place to ensure that they
are not negatively impacted by the project.

Governance issue
Accountability of Chiefdoms and District Councils
Addax Bioenergy has paid substantial amounts to the Chiefdoms Councils and the District Councils in
accordance with the land lease agreement. While SiLNoRF acknowledges that the Bombali District
Council has constructed a community centre at Yainkainsa with part of this money and the Tonkolili
District Council has constructed a detention center at Marah, there is no evidence of what the
Chiefdom Councils have done with their own share of the monies.
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A serious concern is the seemingly lack of transparency and accountability at both the Chiefdom
Council and District Council levels on the use of these monies. SiLNoRF however recognises that
Addax might have a limited role in holding the councils accountable on the use of the monies, but we
however believe that Addax has a responsibility to ensure that these monies are used to improve the
lives of the affected communities, are not misused by individuals or used for measures that would
aggravate human rights violations such as construction of detention centres. In the rural areas,
detention centres are notorious for human rights violations as they are used as a means of silencing
persons who are critical (through unlawful detentions). No wonder that a youth in Mara remarked
that “Addax has provided money to construct a detention centre so that anyone who questions the
Addax project would be taken care of”. Interestingly these community people are asking for schools,
hospitals, markets to improve their lives not detention centres. Addax cannot completely exonerate
itself of the responsibility to ensure that the monies they pay are used to improve people’s lives
and not to contribute to human rights violations.
Recommendation
-

The Land Lease Agreement must be amended by a clause requiring that land lease monies
received by Chiefdom Councils and District Councils should not be used for measures that
aggravate human rights violations.

Intimidation
Pressure on the Romaro community
In June 2011, a journalist from the Swiss National Television Corporation interviewed two female
farmers of Romaro on their fields that were taken by Addax. They stated that they were not happy
with Addax as it took their lands they used for growing vegetables. A few months later, Addax took
the same two women and interviewed them on the same place. The two ladies told that they were
happy with Addax as their sons can now work for Addax. Community members reported to SiLNoRF
that they were pressured by Addax staff to make positive statements on the company.
Pressure on the Masethleh community
The people of Masethleh reported to SiLNoRF having being pressured by Addax staff. On April 23rd,
2012, they were invited by Addax to a meeting at Mara. In this meeting they were asked to sign the
acknowledgement agreement and to sign for the land lease money. The people refused to sign
because as mentioned inter-earlier, there are substantial issues to be cleared before receiving any
money from Addax (see chapter on Masethleh community). As a result of this, they were not served
the food that was prepared for the participants of the meeting. After some heated discussions,
Addax agreed to serve them the food; however some community members felt offended and refused
to eat. SiLNoRF thinks that this is a humiliating treatment which intention might only be to
pressure the people to accepting something they are not satisfied with. The people are calling for a
written apology from Addax for this treatment.
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Intimidation of civil society organisations
SiLNoRF attended the ground breaking ceremony for the Ethanol factory of Addax Bioenergy in
November 2011. In attendance were the President of Sierra Leone (His Excellency Ernest Bai
Koroma), Jean-Claude Gandur (owner of Addax & Oryx Group), Nikolai Germann (CEO of Addax
Bioenergy), Government Ministers, representatives from the sponsoring banks such as the African
Development Bank and the FMO (Dutch Development Bank). The representative from FMO stated
that they received over 800 emails from Civil Society Organisations asking them not to support the
Addax project, but that they ignored all of them. This statement was very provocative and would
increase and reinforce the threats to some of local civil society members who are known to be
critical of the Addax project. It is unfortunate that such a disclosure has been made from a highly
placed institution of his type. It is regrettable that there was no space for statements from civil
society during this ceremony.
Moreover, during an Interactive Session between the Affected Land Users Associations and Addax
Bioenergy on June 5, 2012, Mr. Andrew Turay, the Corporate Director of ADDAX expressed that Civil
Society has been operating in Sierra Leone for over 40 years but cannot show how they have
contributed to the development of the country. He called on the affected communities not listen to
Civil Society because they have nothing to offer to people like what Addax is doing. This is highly
intimidating with no regard and acknowledgement of the critical role of civil society organisations in
these situations.
Recommendation:
-

-

Addax should stop every form of intimidation to civil society organisations and/or
community members and to enter in a dialogue where everyone is free to express his/her
view.
Addax should instead consider civil society as a partner with a critical role in national
development.

Multi Stakeholder Forum supported by Addax and facilitated by the University of
Makeni
The multi stakeholder forum that is supposed to be an independent and impartial forum for
discussing issues of concerns emanating from the project is fast becoming a rubber stamp of ADDAX.
SiLNoRF has therefore declined to serve in the multi stakeholder monitoring committee of the MultiStakeholder Forum facilitated by the University of Makeni because the independence and
impartiality of this committee has been hijacked by ADDAX because “ADDAX has to give its
consent” before the committee could investigate any complaint and issue brought to it. Affected
Land Users have not been included in the Multi-stakeholder and monitoring committee in favour of
land owners - These are different categories of affected people with different impacts.
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Recommendations:
-

-

-

Even though ADDAX is providing the resources for the organisation of the muti stakeholder
forum, the forum should carry out its work independently and should not require „ADDAX
to give its consent“ before the committee could investigate any complaint or issue brought
before it.
Affected Land Users should be represented in the Forum as they have unique and in most
cases different issues from the land owners.
There is the need for a more independent funding of the multi stakeholder forum to
minimise the influence of ADDAX. The financial institutions might consider playing a role in
this. In this case the current terms of reference which gives ADDAX much leverage to
influence the independence and impartiality of the forum and the committee should be
ammended.
The University of Makeni should take responsibilities for printing and publishing
documentation relating to the forum and the committee and should not rely on ADDAX to
do this (this is currently one of the terms of reference of the committee; requiring ADDAX
to print documents of the forum and committee) which will further comprise the
independence of the forum.

Health issue
Mosquitos in Romaro
The community of Romaro is surrounded by two pivots (circular sugarcane fields). Before the coming
of Addax, this community used to have mosquitoes only during the rainy season. Now that Addax
fields are irrigated during the dry season, the community complains that mosquitoes are staying all
year around and fears that the incidences of malaria will be all year around.
Recommendation to Addax:
-

Addax should monitor the mosquitoes and the incidences of malaria in the project region.

Issues of insecurity and violence
Uprising in May 2011
There was an uprising by workers of Addax in the month of May 2011 which became violent and led
to the arrest of most of these striking workers. It was as a result of Addax reneging on arrangements
made in the previous month that workers should work and be paid with a supplement pay on
Holidays such as Good Friday, Easter Monday, and the 27th April, 2011 which was the Independence
Anniversary day. Addax failed to pay the supplement pay for these days at the end of the month. The
workers called for an emergency meeting in order to resolve the issue but Addax failed to listen, till
one day when they stormed the entrance of the farm at Kontobie. They prevented anyone from
entering the compound to work. Addax officials in turn called on the police. A violent confrontation
between workers and the policy followed. The police arrested and detained about 22 workers and 11
of those were later charged to court.
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Addax providing support to the Sierra Leone Police
SiLNoRF could witness that the Sierra Leone Police (SLP) used Addax vehicles in some occasions to
enable the SLP to carry its work around the Addax operational areas in the two districts. SiLNoRF
was informed that Addax is providing services (such as car maintenance and repair services) to the
SLP for free. While we welcome any support to the SLP with the genuine intention of improving the
general performance of security forces we are however this support might be used by the company
to ensure that the Sierra Leone Police acts in the interests of the company and not in the interests of
the population. The Sierra Leone Police has already been accused of alleged human rights
violations in 2011 and 2012 in riots of community members in Kemedugu (alleged acts of violence
and alleged illegal detention) and in Bumbuna (alleged killing of a striker), both located in the area of
African Minerals, a mining company also operating in the Northern Province like Addax.
Recommendation:
-

Addax should disclose its support to the Sierra Leone Police (SLP) and refrain from acts
seeming to influence the work of the SLP in its favour.
Better still ADDAX should negotiate and facilitate the establishment of police
posts/stations in their project areas for their protection and the communities.

Other issues
Diversion of community access roads
SiLNoRF and AFLUAs are also concerned that due to the activities of Addax, many village pathways
and other access roads formerly used by local communities, have been diverted making it difficult
and risky for children from certain communities to access their schools and other learning institutions
as they are compelled to travel extra distances around the pivots.

Compensation for economic trees
Considering the long term economic value of some tree crops such as palm tree, SiLNoRF and
affected communities are concerned that the amount paid by Addax as compensation for such tree
crops is inadequate, moreover when it is a one-off payment. We are concerned that investors to
Sierra Leone including Addax are taking advantage of the weaknesses of our land laws and are
exploiting it to their benefit but to the deprivation of the poor affected community people. From a
moral and ethical point of view how could Addax pay a compensation of Thirty Five Thousand
Leones (about USD 8) as compensation for one palm tree, when in reality a palm tree can have a
productive life of between 30 and 35 years? The communities estimated that the value of palm oil
and nut oil alone that is produced from one palm tree is one hundred thousand Leones (about USD
23) per year. This does not include the value of palm wine and palm leaves for roofing houses. This
estimate has been corroborated by officials of the Ministry of Agriculture in Bombali and Tonkolili
Districts where Addax is operating.
Recommendation:
Addax should increase the compensation for destroyed palm trees.
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Part III: Conclusion and recommendations
While SiLNoRF acknowledges that some positive evolutions have taken place during the period
under review, there are several issues of concern that need to be monitored in the future.

Recommendations to Addax
Here is the summary of the recommendations to Addax in his report:
Consultation and negotiation procedure with land owners:
a. Addax should demarcate the portions of land it intends to use as the basis of negotiating
for the use of such lands. The negotiations should be based exclusively upon the
demarcated areas.
b. Addax should negotiate with each landowner on the portions he agrees to lease away or
not and agree with him. Each landowner should have the right to refuse to lease his land.
Addax should sign an agreement with each landowner based upon the demarcated
portions of land. The map of his land will form part and parcel of the agreement.
c. Addax should take this agreement to the Chiefs/Chiefdom Councils/District Councils as
proof that the landowners have consented to lease their lands. The Chiefdom
Councils/District Councils will only sign land lease agreements on behalf of the people with
Addax upon confirmation that the agreement between the people and Addax is indeed
authentic and made from a Free Prior Informed Consent.
-

-

The negotiations and consultations should be conducted at community level and not at
clustered community level
Translate the Land Lease Agreement into the language of the local community (temne) and
record it on audio so that each community can listen to the recordings.
Record the promises made during the consultation meetings in a written agreement.
Stop consulting the land owners in the presence of chiefs and local politicians. This is very
dispossessing on the part of the land owners.
For proper and independent legal representation, communities should receive a certain
amount of money from Addax so that they can hire their own lawyer by themselves.
Alternatively, Civil Society organisations can also play this role.
Addax should negotiate and enter into a proper agreement with the Lungi Acre and where
necessary to compensate them for the use of the said piece of land.
Addax should compensate the Lungi Acre community separately for the period their land is
being used before the signing of the land lease agreement.
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Food security:
- Addax should provide support to the farmers in time so that they are able to get good
harvests on their community fields.
- Addax should work with the FDP beneficiaries to develop a calendar for the process.
- The FDP of Addax should promote sustainable, low-input farming systems.
- Addax should provide support to the farmers not just during three first years but as long as
the impact of the Addax operations on food insecurity is there.
- Addax should design ways of ensuring sustainability of the FDP. But the shifting the
responsibility of the costs to the affected populations is not an option.
- Addax should ensure community ownership of the FDP through participation in decisions,
providing the required labour, etc.
- Addax should provide a sufficient area of community fields for the Woreh Yeama village in
order to ensure their food security.
- Addax should ensure that farmers can put the knowledge of Farmer Field and Life Schools
(FFLS) into practice in an effective manner.
- The communities must organise themselves into Farmers Based Organisations (FBO) so
that the graduates can have a community platform to put their skills into practice.
Household income:
- Addax has to be clear on all the factors that have contributed to the household income
figure it published.
Water:
- Addax should provide water well as soon as possible to the Romaro community.
- In future Addax should properly screen local contractors and award contracts to those who
can deliver.
- Addax should provide functioning water well as a mitigation measure for every destroyed
water source during the entire duration of the Land Lease Agreement (50 years) and should
guarantee access to water for the local population at all time.
- The Environmental Protection Agency should continue monitoring the access to water of
affected communities.
Gender:
- Addax should monitor its impact on women and put measure in place to ensure that they
are not negatively impacted by the project.
Governance:
- The Land Lease Agreement must be amended by a clause requiring that land lease monies
received by Chiefdom Councils and District Councils should not be used for measures that
aggravate human rights violations.
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Intimidation:
- Addax should stop every form of intimidation to civil society organisations and/or
community members and to enter in a dialogue where everyone is free to express his/her
view.
- Addax should instead consider civil society as a partner with a critical role in national
development.

Multi Stakeholder Forum:
-

-

-

Even though ADDAX is providing the resources for the organisation of the muti stakeholder
forum, the forum should carry out its work independently and should not require „ADDAX
to give its consent“ before the committee could investigate any complaint or issue brought
before it.
Affected land Users should be represented in the Forum as they have unique and in most
cases different issues from the land owners.
There is the need for a more independent funding of the multi stakeholder forum to
minimise the influence of ADDAX. The financial institutions might consider playing a role in
this. In this case the current terms of reference which gives ADDAX much leverage to
influence the independence and impartiality of the forum and the committee should be
amended.
The University of Makeni should take responsibilities for printing and publishing
documentation relating to the forum and the committee and should not rely on ADDAX to
do this (this is currently one of the terms of reference of the committee; requiring ADDAX
to print documents of the forum and committee) which will further comprise the
independence of the forum.

Health:
- Addax should monitor the mosquitoes and the incidences of malaria in the project region.
Insecurity and violence:
- Addax should disclose its support to the Sierra Leone Police (SLP) and refrain from
influencing the work of the SLP in its favour.
Other issue:
- Addax should increase the compensation for destroyed palm trees.
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Recommendations to international Development Finance Institutions
SiLNoRF makes the following recommendations to investors who want to lease land in Sierra Leone
and to international Development Finance Institutions financing large-scale land leases.
Consultation and negotiation procedure with land owners:
a. The investor should inform the communities on the positive and negative impacts of the
project.
b. The investor should demarcate the portions of land it intends to use in every village as
the basis for negotiating for the use of such land.
c. The investor should negotiate with each landowner on the portion of he agrees to lease
away or not and agree with him. Each landowner should have the right to refuse to lease
his land. The investor should sign an agreement with each landowner based upon the
demarcated portions of land. The map of his land will form part and parcel of the
agreement.
d. The investor should take this agreement to the Chiefs/Chiefdom Councils/District
Councils as proof that the landowners have consented to lease their lands. The Chiefdom
Councils/District Councils will only sign land lease agreements on behalf of the people with
the investor upon confirmation that the agreement between the people and the investor is
indeed authentic and made from a Free Prior Informed Consent.
e. The International Financial Institutions should ensure that they listen to all sides
including critical civil society lest they risk being misled to believing that everything is well
Mitigation measures:
-

Development banks, IFC and other interest groups should work with civil society
organisations to come up with a clear definition of mitigation (mandate, period,
limitation).

Recommendations to Policy Makers (Government and Local Authorities)
SiLNoRF makes the following recommendations to Policy Makers (Government and Local Authorities)
in Sierra Leone:





Review the land laws with a view to make them more empowering to land owners.
Review the MoU with Addax with a view to amending the tax concessions and the right of
the company to alter, change and destroy water bodies/course.
The Environmental Protection Agency should continue monitoring the access to water of
affected communities.
Conduct a survey at national level to generate concrete data on the actual arable land that
is available in the country, how much of it is currently being cultivated for food crop
production and how much will be required to feed the population of this country in the
next 50 years taking into account population growth.
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Conclusion

SiLNoRF will continue to monitor the positive developments and the issues of concern in the future.
For some issues, there is a need of monitoring during the entire duration of the land lease (i.e. during
the next 50 years, or even 71 years).
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